
 

 

Developing Leaders Notes 
       Date: October 12th, 2016 

Session Title: State Problem Solving  

Focus Area: Skilled Staff 

 

MAASE Focus Areas: 

We will align and organize the strategic priorities and work of MAASE to focus on the following elements: 

High Quality Student 
Evaluations 

Specially 
Designed  Instruction Skilled Staff Program Evaluation 

Through the platforms of: 

Association 
Partnerships 

Legislative Action 
and Advocacy 

Professional 
Learning 

Membership 
Services 

 
 

EdCamp is an open format where group members share thoughts to help one another in 
implementation of "real life" practice.  These notes reflect the thinking of someone in the group but do 
not represent an official position on behalf of MAASE.  Anyone using this as a resource is 
encouraged to use their best judgement in interpreting the suggestions.    
 
MAASE EdCamp Format: 
 

1. Clarify the Problem of Practice to Solve 
2. Collaborate around the Problem of Practice by offering suggestions and resources 
3. Give feedback to the committee on how to improve next time 

 
 
 
Notes: 
 

● What is the problem of practice? 
o Problem solving prior to the IEP? Linked to relationship building. 
o Mediation: 

▪ Mediation Centers in each county, 40 hours of training for civil mediation.  Is that enough?  Could 
we improve this?  Could ISD Representatives work with the mediation centers to do shared 
training? 

▪ How often does mediation work?  How often does it result is a resolution vs. how often it moves 
forward to due process? 

o State Complaint: 
▪  How can we empower local districts with information prior to them receiving a state complaint, 

which would allow for proactive problem solving?  Is this linked to the clarifying call?  Having a 
clarifying call increases the opportunity for withdrawal. 

▪ What do we want as an outcome?  Is it relationships with families?  If so, let’s design a system 
that is about relationships. 

▪ What topics are we currently getting the most complaints on?  Could we focus on that?  If it is 
behavior, what could that look like? Look at support beyond the 3 tiers.  If it is measurable goals, 
supplemental aides and services, what can we do to address that?  If it is IEP team's failure to 
respond to lack of progress?  How could we proactively address that?  ESY etc.  How can we use 
the Notice section of the IEP to improve outcomes and relationships? 

▪ Can we differentiate the process based on the seriousness of the offense?  A speeding ticket vs. 
a felony….could we have tiers in terms of how these get investigated and the resources we are 
putting into it? 

▪ The current State Complaint process is very transactional, but what we want is something that is 
transformational.  How do we accomplish that being the philosophy behind the process?  How do 
we message that this is our hope to a larger audience?  How can MAASE step out with this as a 
shared goal. 

 



● Suggestions and resources: 
o Mediation: 

▪ Mediation may set the stage for resolution even if the resolution doesn’t happen right at the 
mediation session (that data would be hard to collect) 

▪ Mediation in its truest sense does not require a content expert, if you require a content expert you 
may be doing something beyond mediation 

▪ IEP Facilitation (this would be different than mediation): 
o State Complaint: 

▪ Required resolution session similar to due process, at the beginning of the state complaint 
process (facilitated by ISD rep), proposed in the 2010/2011 recommendations and there is a table 
that accompanies it (Tom or Steve will share it) 

▪ We need to continue to clarify roles for MDE and ISDs, some places are still having clarifying 
calls and ISDs are involved, some aren’t etc.  The 2015 document outlined this one way and the 
document that came out from MDE this summer was slightly different (August memo, one page, 
from Pingora report) 

▪ Who can file a complaint?   ISDs can’t file complaints, parents are happy with outcome but 
advocate continues to pursue complaint 

▪ Better training at the pre-service level, conflict management, communication, special education 
rules etc. for teachers and principals 

▪ 2015 MDE Special Education Problem Solving process, 22 pages long, which addressed 
collaborative problem solving…should we start there?  How many people know about this?  Is it 
distributed with procedural safeguards?  It is on the Michigan Alliance for Families website 

▪ IDEA reauthorization- In Canada as long as the parent has been offered the ability to participate 
and have input in the process then the district decision is correct. 

▪ Making sure parents realize they have access to other people beyond their child’s IEP team who 
may be able to help them solve problems 

▪ Look at a parent ombudsman at the ISD level 
▪ IEP 101 training on a rotating basis for new parents which would include alternate dispute 

resolution options 
▪ There is a document on informal dispute resolution, tri-fold, that the Oakland PAC developed 

o Due Process Hearing: 
 
 
 
 
Feedback: 

● What made this time worth your while? 
● What specifically can we do to make this better?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


